Make Sure to Include the Lowest Beam Clearance  
For Both Directions of Travel  

Show measurements in ft - in. to nearest 1/4"  

South Beam Looking North or West Beam Looking East (Circle One)

North Beam Looking North or East Beam Looking East (Circle One)

Item 10 - Inventory Route, Minimum Vertical Clearance (XX feet XX inches)

Code the minimum vertical clearance over the inventory route identified in item 5, whether the route is "on" the structure or "under" the structure. The minimum clearance for a 10-foot width of pavement or traveled part of the roadway where the clearance is the greatest shall be recorded and coded in feet and inches. For structures that have multiple openings, clearances for each opening shall be recorded, but only the greatest of the minimum clearance for the two or more openings shall be coded regardless of the direction of travel.
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